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Introduction
Femtosecond light filamentation is a common process
that occurs during laser beam propagation through a
nonlinear material. During this process, light self-focusses
in to a very long, but small diameter zone, that exhibits
crystal degradation due to plasma generation and color
centers formation. In order to avoid these unwanted
effects it is often beneficial to partially or even completely
suppress the effect of self-focusing. It is demonstrated
that for this purpose we can use light manipulating
devices – photonic crystals (PhC’s) [1]. Suppression of
filamentation can be very beneficial for supercontinuum
(SC) generation in bulk materials, as it could stop crystal
degradation and prolong the SC lifetime.
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Numerical model
This model includes various linear and nonlinear effects, such as:
• Nonlinear kerr effect
• Multiphoton absorbtion
• Plasma generation and subsequent light absorbtion and defocusing
• Modified (3D photonic crystal) diffraction
Light diffraction in a photonic crystal material is accounted by modifying medium's
transfer function 𝐻. Two new parameters are added 𝐻𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑠 and 𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒.

Conclusions
By controlling the shape of a PhC’s spatial dispersion
curve 𝑘𝑧= 𝑓(𝑘𝑥,𝑦), it is demonstrated that a femtosecond

laser beam can undergo different kinds of propagation:
• If spatial dispersion curve flattens out at the center,

beam propagation becomes self collimated. Diffraction,
in our usual perception, is not present and as a result a
long (few mm length) beam waist is formed.

• If spatial dispersion curve gains more positive
curvature, diffraction can be seen more evidently. Such
beam forms a femtosecond filament.

• If spatial dispersion curve becomes negatively curved,
laser beam cannot collapse to a filament.

Under self collimated laser beam propagation we can
expect a similar amount of self phase modulation (B-
integral), which causes the spectra to be broadened.
Furthermore we can expect to avoid crystal degradation,
because spectrum broadening happens over a long
distance and achievable light intensities are greatly lower.
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Results: parametric study

Figure 1.: Various beam propagation parameters
dependence on parameters 𝐻𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑠 and

𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒. These graphs are divided into zones:

1 – positive spatial disp., 2 – negative spatial
disp., 3 – additionally positive spatial disp. We
can see that in zone 1 laser beam achieves high
intensity and forms a filament, while in zone 2 –
it doesn’t. In between these zones laser beam is
self collimated and forms a long waist.

Results: beam propagation in PhCs

Figure 2.: Laser beam propagation crossections
in PhC materials (from the top) with: positive
spatial dispersion, flat spatial dispersion,
negative spatial dispersion.

Figure 3.: Spatial spectra of laser beams
that are corresponding to propagation
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 4.: Spatial dispersion curves for
different PhCs. Also the initial spatial spectrum
of a laser beam 𝜆 = 1032𝑛𝑚 focused with
150mm lens is shown. A narrow laser beam’s
spatial spectrum “experiences” flat, positive or
negative spatial dispersion.


